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MBDA, PGZ showcase CAMM air defence solution
on Jelcz vehicle

MBDA and PGZ have unveiled at MSPO 2019 an air defence solution that features MBDA’s CAMM
iLauncher integrated with a Polish Jelcz 8x8 truck chassis.
The two parties also re-confirm the will expressed in the Strategic Partnership Agreement for Missile
Technology signed 2 February 2017 between PGZ-MBDA for co-operation on missile programmes.
Based around the CAMM family of interceptors, the MBDA proposed co-operation contains a very
high level of Polish content and will see extensive transfer of technology and know-how with both
the missile and iLauncher being progressively built in Poland. If selected the joint PGZ-MBDA solution
offers the best solution for Polish industry and sovereignty.
Sebastian Chwałek, Deputy CEO of PGZ, said: “Implementation of the Narew programme by PGZ is
fundamental for our future and the security of Poland. This is why we are demonstrating that there
are no limitations for us in foreign co-operation. By joining our competences in communication and
command systems, which are key for air defence, with our foreign partners’ missile technologies, we
are ready to deliver a final product to the contracting party in a short time.”
Jan Grabowski, MBDA’s Delegate in Poland, said: “This further deepening of the relationship between
PGZ and MBDA is a great success for European defence co-operation. CAMM provides the Polish
military and Polish industry with the best capabilities and technologies available on the world market,
and the benefits of a true, European, partnership on missile technologies. Co-operation on CAMM is
key to enabling deep co-operation on further missile programmes.”
The CAMM family represent the latest generation of air defence technology. Utilising a nextgeneration active radar seeker and soft-launch technologies, CAMM is able to rapidly defeat large
numbers of the most challenging modern air threats and is suitable for both land and maritime
applications.
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Notes to editors:
MBDA is the only European group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile systems
that correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the three armed forces
(land, sea and air).
With a significant presence in five European countries and within the USA, in 2018 MBDA achieved
revenue of 3.2 billion euros with an order book of 17.4 billion euros. In total, the group offers a range
of 45 missile systems and countermeasures products already in operational service and more than 15
others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly owned by Airbus (37.5%), BAE Systems (37.5%), and Leonardo (25%).
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